























AN INVERSE SOURCE PROBLEM FOR THE STOCHASTIC WAVE
EQUATION
XIAOLI FENG, MEIXIA ZHAO, PEIJUN LI, AND XU WANG
Abstract. This paper is concerned with an inverse source problem for the stochastic wave equation
driven by a fractional Brownian motion. Given the random source, the direct problem is to study
the solution of the stochastic wave equation. The inverse problem is to determine the statistical
properties of the source from the expectation and covariance of the final-time data. For the direct
problem, it is shown to be well-posed with a unique mild solution. For the inverse problem, the
uniqueness is proved for a certain class of functions and the instability is characterized. Numerical
experiments are presented to illustrate the reconstructions by using a truncation-based regularization
method.
1. Introduction
As one of the representative examples on inverse problems in partial differential equations, the
inverse source problem (ISP) has received a lot of attention in mathematical and engineering com-
munities. Especially, the ISP for wave propagation is an active and important research topic in the
field of inverse problems due to the significant applications in diverse scientific areas, such as magne-
toencephalography [1], photoacoustic tomography [2], ultrasonics imaging [15], antenna design and
synthesis [32, 33].
The ISP is to determine the unknown source from a knowledge about the solution. It is challenging
due to the ill-posedness for lack of uniqueness or stability. This paper is concerned with an ISP for
the wave equation, which has been extensively investigated for the deterministic case. The well-
posedness and stability can be found in [7,9,11,16,29,30,44,45] and [20,29,30,43–45], respectively.
Some of the numerical results may be found in [8,12,19,34,39] and the references cited therein. We
refer to the monograph [21] for a complete account of the general theory on the ISP for the wave
equation.
Recently, the field of stochastic inverse problems has been undergoing a rapid development and
progressing to an area of intense activity. Stochastic inverse problems refer to inverse problems
that involve uncertainties, which play a vital role in mathematical models to handle unpredictability
of the environments and incomplete knowledge of the systems and measurements. Compared to
deterministic counterparts, stochastic inverse problems have substantially more difficulties on top of
existing hurdles due to randomness and uncertainties. The inverse random source problems for the
time-harmonic wave equations have been widely studied. In [14], it was shown that the correlation
of the random source could be determined uniquely by the correlation of the random wave field.
Effective computational models were developed in [4–6,23,24,27,28] for the time-harmonic stochastic
acoustic and elastic wave equations, where the goal was to reconstruct the statistical properties of
the random source from the boundary measurement of the radiated random wave field at multiple
frequencies.
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In this paper, we consider an ISP for the following initial-boundary value problem of the stochastic






uttpx, tq ´ ∆upx, tq “ F px, tq, px, tq P D ˆ p0, T q,
upx, tq “ 0, px, tq P BD ˆ r0, T s,
upx, 0q “ utpx, 0q “ 0, x P D,
(1.1)
where D Ă Rd is a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary BD and the random source is assumed
to take the form
F px, tq “ fpxqhptq ` gpxq 9BHptq. (1.2)
Here fpxq and gpxq are deterministic functions with compact supports contained in D, hptq is also a
deterministic function, BHptq is the fBm with the Hurst index H P p0, 1q, and 9BHptq can be roughly
understood as the derivative of BHptq with respect to the time t. When H “ 1
2
, the fBm reduces
to the classical Brownian motion and 9BHptq becomes the white noise. Since the source F px, tq is
a random field with low regularity, it is a distribution instead of a function. More precisely, it is
shown in [25] that F p¨, tq P WH´1´ǫpRq for any ǫ ą 0. Clearly, we can see that H ´ 1 ´ ǫ ă 0 as
H P p0, 1q, and the smaller the Hurst index H is, the lower the regularity of the source has. Given
F , the direct problem is to determine the wave field u; the inverse problem is to recover f and g
from the final-time data, i.e., upx, T q, x P D.
So far, there have been considerable work done for the direct problems of the stochastic wave
equation with different random sources. In [37], the author studied randomly forced vibrations of
a string driven by three Gaussian white noises. In [42], a white noise in both time and space was
considered, and the existence and uniqueness of the solution were obtained for the stochastic wave
equation. In [13], the authors examined the conditions on the well-posedness for a two-dimensional
stochastic wave equation driven by a space-time Gaussian noise that is white in time but has a
non-degenerate spatial covariance. In [10], the author gave the upper and lower bounds on both
the large and small derivations of several sup norms associated with the solution for a fractional
Brownian noise. Some existence and uniqueness results can be found in [38] for the one-dimensional
stochastic wave equation driven by a two-parameter fBm. In [17], the existence and uniqueness of
solutions were investigated for a class of hyperbolic stochastic partial differential equations driven
by a space-time additive fractional Brownian sheet. In [41], the authors showed several solutions of
a stochastic wave equation in the plane with an additive noise which is fractional in time and has
a non-degenerate spatial covariance. In [22], the existence of solutions was obtained and Newton’s
method was applied for nonlinear stochastic wave equations driven by one-dimensional white noise
with respect to time. In [31], a higher order approximation was proposed to solve the stochastic
space fractional wave equation forced by an additive space-time Gaussian noise.
Compared with the direct problems for stochastic wave equations driven by fBm, there are few
work for the inverse source problems for the stochastic wave equations driven by fBm. Recently, [25]
considered an inverse random source problem for the Helmholtz equation driven by a fractional
Gaussian field. The approach was further extended to solve the inverse random source problem
for time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations driven by a centered complex-valued Gaussian vector field
with correlated components [26]. In [35] and [18], the ISP was studied for the stochastic fractional
diffusion equation where the source is assumed to take the form of (1.2) for H “ 1
2
and a general
H P p0, 1q, respectively. The goal is to reconstruct f and |g| from the final-time data.
In this work, we consider the ISP for the stochastic wave equation where the source is driven by
the fBm. It contains three contributions. First, we show that the direct problem admits a well-
defined mild solution which satisfies some stability estimate. Second, the uniqueness and instability
are discussed for the inverse problem, which is to use the empirical expectation and correlation of the
final-time data upx, T q to reconstruct f and |g| of the source term F . In [18], the ISP was studied for
the time fractional diffusion equation driven by a fBm, where the parameter of the Caputo fractional
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derivative α is restricted to 0 ă α ď 1. Some of the results presented in [18] are not valid any more
for the hyperbolic equation where α “ 2. In particular, the uniqueness of the inverse problem could
not be guaranteed. Therefore it is worthwhile to investigate separately the ISP for the stochastic
wave equation. Third, the numerical experiments are given to illustrate how to obtain f and |g|.
Since the ISP is ill-posed, the truncation based regularization method is adopted to reconstruct f
and |g|. The numerical examples show that the method is effective to recover the source functions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some preliminaries for the fBm and
the mild solution of the stochastic wave equation. Section 3 is concerned with the well-posedness of
the direct problem. Section 4 is devoted to the inverse problem. The uniqueness and instability are
discussed. The numerical experiments are presented in Section 5. The paper concludes with some
general remarks in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
We begin with a brief introduction to fBms. The details can be found in [18, 36]. Let pΩ,F ,Pq
be a complete probability space, where Ω is a sample space, F is a σ-algebra on Ω, and P is a
probability measure on the measurable space pΩ,Fq. For a random variable X, denote by EpXq and
VpXq “ EpX ´ EpXqq2 “ EpX2q ´ pEpXqq2 the expectation and variance of X, respectively. For
two random variables X and Y , CovpX,Y q “ ErpX ´ EpXqqpY ´ EpY qqs stands for the covariance
of X and Y . In the sequel, the dependence of random variables on the sample ω P Ω will be omitted
unless it is necessary to avoid confusion.
The one-dimensional fBm BHptq is a centered Gaussian process, which satisfies BHp0q “ 0 and is
determined by the covariance function
Rpt, sq “ ErBHptqBHpsqs “ 1
2
`
t2H ` s2H ´ |t ´ s|2H
˘
for any s, t ě 0. In particular, if H “ 1
2
, BH turns to be the standard Brownian motion, which is
usually denoted by W and has the covariance function Rpt, sq “ t^ s.




















for any 0 ă r ă s ă t. It indicates that the increments of BHptq in disjoint intervals are linearly
dependent except for the case H “ 1
2
, and the increments are stationary since their moments depend
only on the length of the interval.
Based on the moment estimates and the Kolmogorov continuity criterion, it holds for any ǫ ą 0
and s, t P r0, T s that
|BHptq ´BHpsq| ď C|t´ s|H´ǫ
almost surely with constant C depending on ǫ and T . It is clear to note that H represents the
regularity of BH and the trajectories of BH are pH ´ ǫq-Hölder continuous.





where KH is a square integrable kernel and W is the standard Brownian motion.
For a fixed interval r0, T s, denote by E the space of step functions on r0, T s and by H the closure
of E with respect to the product
xχr0,ts, χr0,ssyH “ Rpt, sq,
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where χr0,ts and χr0,ss are the characteristic functions. For ψptq, φptq P H, it follows from the Itô
isometry that


























































































































ψprqφpuq|r ´ u|2H´2dudr, (2.3)
where αH “ Hp2H ´ 1q.
Since 9BH is a distribution instead of a classical function, the stochastic wave equation in (1.1)
does not hold pointwisely; it should be interpreted as an integral equation and its mild solution is
defined as follows.






pt ´ τqp´∆q 12
¯





pt ´ τqp´∆q 12
¯
p´∆q´ 12 gpxqdBH pτq
is well-defined almost surely.
It is known that the operator ´∆ with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition has an
eigensystem tλk, ϕku8k“1, where the eigenvalues satisfy 0 ă λ1 ď λ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λk ď ¨ ¨ ¨ with λk Ñ 8
as k Ñ 8, and the eigen-functions tϕku8k“1 form a complete and orthonormal basis for L2pDq. For
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where
















“: Ik,1ptq ` Ik,2ptq. (2.5)
Here fk “ pf, ϕkqL2pDq, gk “ pg, ϕkqL2pDq, and ukptq satisfies the stochastic differential equation
#
u2kptq ` λkukptq “ fkhptq ` gk 9BHptq, t P p0, T q,
ukp0q “ u1kp0q “ 0.
(2.6)
In particular, if g “ 0, the stochastic differential equation (2.6) reduces to the deterministic differ-
ential equation
#
u2kptq ` λkukptq “ fkhptq, t P p0, T q,
ukp0q “ u1kp0q “ 0,
which has the solution given as Ik,1ptq in (2.5).
3. The direct problem
In this section, we discuss the well-posedness of the direct problem. It is only necessary to address
the stability since the existence and the uniqueness of the solution has already been considered
(cf. [37,38,42]). We show that the mild solution (2.4) of the initial-boundary value problem (1.1) is
well-defined under the following assumptions.
Assumption 1. Let H P p0, 1q and f, g P L2pDq with }g}L2pDq ‰ 0. Assume in addition that
h P L8p0, T q is a nonnegative function and its support has a positive measure.


























































































“: S1 ` S2. (3.1)
Hereinafter, a À b stands for a ď Cb, where C ą 0 is a constant and its specific value is not required
but should be clear from the context.
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ď T 12 |fk|}Gk}L1p0,T q}h}L8p0,T q. (3.2)


















































Below, we discuss separately the cases H “ 1
2
, H P p0, 1
2
q, and H P p1
2
, 1q since the covariance
operator of BH takes different forms in these three cases.
For the case H “ 1
2



























For the case H P p0, 1
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2 pH ´ 1
2






















































2 pu ´ τqH´ 32 du
ı2
dτ
“: I1ptq ` I2ptq ` I3ptq. (3.6)
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pt ´ τq2H`1dτ “ t
2H`2











2 pu ´ τqH´ 12 du
¯2
dτ. (3.8)



































2H ´ 1 ´ n
˙









2H ´ 1 ´ n
À t2H´1 ´ τ2H´1.
























τ2H´1t2dτ À t2H`2. (3.9)


















pu ´ τqH´ 12du
ı2
dτ À t2H`2. (3.10)
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For the case H P p1
2





















































2H ´ 1 dq À t
2H`2.












which implies the following stability estimate for the mild solution (2.4).









Proof. The proof follows easily from (3.1), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.11). 
Remark 3.2. The above stability estimate is consistent with [18, Theorem 3.1]. The stochastic wave





















4. The inverse problem
In this section, we consider the inverse problem of reconstructing f and |g| from the empirical
expectation and correlation of the final-time data upx, T q. More specifically, the data is assumed to
be given by
ukpT q :“ pup¨, T q, ϕkp¨qqL2pDq.
We discuss the uniqueness and the issue of instability for the inverse problem, separately.
4.1. Uniqueness. It follows from (2.4), (2.5) and (3.5) that
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λkpT ´ τqqdτ “
ż T
0
hpT ´ τq sinp
a
λkτqdτ.
By (4.1), it is impossible to compute fk if hk “ 0, which indicates nonuniqueness to reconstruct f .
It can be seen that hk may be zero for some hptq satisfying Assumption 1. Clearly, sinp
?
λktq is an
oscillatory function; the larger the λk is, the more oscillatory the function sinp
?
λktq is. Hence the
uniqueness cannot be guaranteed to reconstruct f for a general h. Below we consider two special
cases for the function h where it is sufficient to ensure the uniqueness for the inverse problem.
Case 1: hptq ” C ą 0 is a constant function and D “ p0, πq. In this case, it is clear that the
eigen-system of the Laplacian operator ´∆ is




sinpkxq, k “ 1, 2, ...






p1 ´ cospkT qq.
Note that the final time T can be chosen arbitrarily. For example, we can choose T as a rational
number so that hk ą 0 for any k P N.
Case 2: hptq is a continuous and monotonously increasing function and D “ p0, πq. Divide the
time interval p0, T s into n ` 1 subintervals as pt0, t1s, . . . , pti, ti`1s, . . . , ptn, tn`1s, where kti “ iπ,
i “ 0, 1, 2, ..., n, and t0 “ 0, tn`1 “ T . Since hptq is continuous and sinpktq is integrable and does
not change sign on each subinterval pti, ti`1s, by the mean value theorem for the definite integral,



















` hpT ´ ξnq










phpT ´ ξiq ´ hpT ´ ξi`1qq
2
k
` hpT ´ ξnq










phpT ´ ξiq ´ hpT ´ ξi`1qq
2
k
` hpT ´ ξn´1q
2
k
` hpT ´ ξnq




Here, the final time T is chosen as a rational number. If hptq is strictly monotonously increasing, T
can be any real number.
Remark 4.1. Although we only consider the one-dimensional case D “ p0, πq, in fact, if D is
a bounded domain in Rd, d P t1, 2, 3u, then the j-th eigenvalue λj of the homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary problem for the Laplacian operator ´∆ in D satisfies
c0j
2
d ď λj ď c1j
2
d ,
where j P N, and the constants c0, c1 are independent of the index j [31,40]. Therefore, if we choose
T properly, the uniqueness can still be obtained to recover f when the function hptq belongs to the
two cases considered above.
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hpT ´ τq sinpkτqdτ. (4.3)
The right hand side of (4.3) can be understood as the sine transform of hpT ´ τq. Alternatively,









hpT ´ τqfpxq sinpkxq sinpkτqdxdτ. (4.4)
Therefore, hpT ´ tqfpxq can be reconstructed by taking the inverse two-dimensional sine transform
on both sides of (4.4) [6].





















λktq is an oscillatory function, and the larger the λk is the more oscillatory the
function sinp
?
λktq is, we can see from (4.5) that it is difficult to guarantee Ekl ‰ 0, particularly for
a general H P p0, 1q. Below, we only consider the case H “ 1
2
and D “ p0, πq, where the uniqueness
can be obtained to recover |g|.






















































, k ‰ l.
(4.6)





´ sinppk ` lqT q
2pk ` lq `




Without loss of generality, let k ą l, then it holds that Ekl ‰ 0 for any algebraic number T .
Otherwise, if Ekl “ 0, then
sinppk ´ lqT q
2pk ´ lq ´
sinppk ` lqT q
2pk ` lq “ 0,
which implies
pk ` lqeipk´lqT ´ pk ` lqe´ipk´lqT ´ pk ´ lqeipk`lqT ` pk ´ lqe´ipk`lqT “ 0.
Since tipk ´ lqT,´ipk ´ lqT, ipk ` lqT,´ipk ` lqT u is a set of distinct algebraic numbers, by the
Lindemann–Weierstrass theorem (cf. [3, Theorem 1.4]), we have for any non-zero algebraic numbers
c1, c2, c3, c4 that
c1e
ipk´lqT ` c2e´ipk´lqT ` c3eipk`lqT ` c4e´ipk`lqT ‰ 0,
which leads to a contradiction. Therefore Ekl ‰ 0 for any k ‰ l P N. Combining with (4.6), we
deduce for any k, l P N that Ekl ‰ 0 for any algebraic number T .
The following results concern the statement of uniqueness for the inverse problem.
Theorem 4.3. Let Assumption 1 hold.
(1) If hptq is monotonously increasing and T is a rational number, or if hptq is strictly monotonously
increasing and T is a real number. Then f can be uniquely determined by the data set
tEpukpT qq : k P Nu.
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(2) If T is any algebraic number, then the source term g up to sign, i.e. ˘g, can be uniquely
determined by the data set tCovpukpT q, ulpT qq : k, l P Nu.
4.2. Instability. In this subsection, we demonstrate the inverse problem is unstable to recover f




















hpτqdτ Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8,
which shows that it is unstable to recover f due to (4.1).
Next, we discuss the instability of recovering g2k, which is equivalent to the instability of recovering
|g|. We discuss the three different cases H “ 1
2
,H P p0, 1
2
q and H P p1
2
, 1q, separately.
For the case H “ 1
2
















For the case H P p0, 1
2
q, we consider (3.6) with t “ T and the estimate of IjpT q, j “ 1, 2, 3. For






















































































































































qH´ 12 pu´ τqH´ 32du
ı2
dτ
“: K1 `K2 `K3 `K4.
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t2H`1˚ dτ À t2H`1˚ .










































Combining the above estimates and choosing t˚ “ λ´1k , we deduce
I3pT q À t2H`2˚ `
1
λk





t2H´1˚ À λ´2Hk .
For the case H P p1
2































|p´ q|2H´2dpdq À 1
λk
T 2H .












where γ “ mint2H, 1u. When k Ñ 8, λ´γk Ñ 0, which shows that it is unstable to recover |g|.
Theorem 4.4. The inverse problem is unstable to recover the source terms f and ˘g. Moreover,
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Figure 1. The relative errors of reconstruction for g2 with different H and a fixed δ “ 0.001.
where γ “ mint2H, 1u.
5. Numerical experiments
In this section, we present some numerical experiments for the one-dimensional problem where
D “ r0, πs. For some fixed integers Nt and Nx, we define the time and space step-sizes ht “ T {Nt,
hx “ π{Nx and nodes
tn “ nht, n P t0, 1, 2, . . . , Ntu, xi “ ihx, i P t0, 1, 2, . . . , Nxu.
For the direct problem, the second order central difference is utilized to generate the synthetic
data. Let uni be the numerical approximation to upxi, tnq. Then we obtain the following explicit
scheme:




i´1 ´ 2uni ` uni`1
h2x




We use the ghost point method to handle the discretization of the initial condition utpx, 0q. The
virtual point u´1i is introduced and the first order central difference is adopted, i.e., Btu|t“0 “
pu1i ´ u´1i q{p2htq. From (5.1), when n “ 0, another equation about u´1i can be obtained. Then we
may use the two equations to get rid of u´1i and obtain u
1
i .
For the inverse problem, the coefficients fk and gkgl can be recovered by using (4.1) and (4.2),











Noting that computing |g| and g2 are equivalent, here we consider computing g2. Since the inverse
problem is ill-posed, we truncate above series by keeping the first N terms as a regularization.
In the numerical experiments, we choose N “ 9, Nt “ 213, Nx “ 100, and T “ 1. The exact
functions in (1.1) are chosen as
hptq “ 1, fpxq “ sinp3xq, gpxq “ expp´px ´ 0.5πq2q.
We compute 1000 sample paths when simulating the covariance of the solution. In addition, the
data is polluted by a uniformly distributed noise with level δ.
We report the numerical results for different sets of parameters pH, δq. Figure 1 shows the results
for the relative errors of g2 with different H and a fixed δ “ 0.001. For H “ 0.9, the results for
the relative errors of f and g2 with different δ are given in Table 1. Figure 2 plots the results
of tH “ 0.9, δ “ 0.001u, tH “ 0.2, δ “ 0.001u, and tH “ 0.9, δ “ 0.01u. For H “ 0.5 and
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Table 1. The relative errors of reconstructions for f and g2 with different δ and a
fixed H “ 0.9.
δ 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1
f 0.0260 0.0261 0.0261 0.0286 0.0837
g2 0.0141 0.0147 0.0237 0.0729 0.0683































































































































Figure 2. The exact solution is plotted against the reconstructed solutions with
tH “ 0.9, δ “ 0.001u, tH “ 0.2, δ “ 0.001u and tH “ 0.9, δ “ 0.01u. (left) fpxq;
(right) g2pxq.
δ “ 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, the exact and reconstructed solutions are given in Figure 3. Based on the
numerical experiments, it can be observed that the reconstructions would be more accurate if the
problem is more regular, i.e., H is larger; if the noise level δ is smaller, the results would also be
better, which exactly implies the ill-posedness of the inverse problem.
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Figure 3. The exact solution is plotted against the reconstructed solutions with
H “ 0.5 and δ “ 0.1, 0.01, 0.001. (left) fpxq; (right) g2pxq.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied an inverse random source problem for the wave equation driven by
the fBm. We show that the direct problem is well-posed and the inverse problem is ill-posed in the
sense that a small deviation of the data may lead to a huge error in the reconstruction. Moreover,
for the one-dimensional case, the inverse problem is shown to has a unique solution for the white
noise case, i.e., H “ 1
2
. It is unclear if the uniqueness can still hold for the general Hurst index due
to the highly oscillatory kernel function for large k. We will investigate the uniqueness issue for the
ISP of the higher dimensional stochastic wave equation driven by the fBm in the future.
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